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SUMMARY SHEET
ENVIRONK4ENTA L STA'I'EMENT
GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
AND
MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY
1. £_'pe of Action: Administrative
2. Description of Action: This statement addresses the George C.
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), Marsh&U Space Flight Center,
Alabama and the M_.ssissippi Test Facility (MTF), Bay St, Louis, Mississippi.
It is presented in two parts indicated by tabs. MTF is a component instal-
|_.tion of MSFC.
3. Scope: Paragraphs J through 7 of Sections I and II of this statement
discuss the environmental factors specified by section I02(2)(c) of the
Nation_l Environments/Policy Act of 1969. Speci_icall¥, the Act requires
that the following factors be addressed:
a. The environmental impact of the installation:
b. Any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided.
e. Alternatives to the installation.
d. Relationships between local short-term uses of man's environ-
ment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity.
e. Any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of national
resources which would be involved.
4. Environmental Impa,ct: There will be ne[iligibleadverse environmental
effects related to the activities of these two installations.
5. Alternatives: There are no environmentally or economicaUy feasible
,llternatives to these two existing installations.
6. Coordination: The draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) has
been provided t_ the Environmental Protection Agency and other Federal,
State and local agencies for review and comment. Comments and responses
are presented in Appendix A.
7. Draft Statement to CEQ; March 1971
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SECTION I
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
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SECTIOI _ i
ENVIR'ONMENTA L STAT E MI,.Nq
FOR T}IE
GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALABAMA
I. MISSION
The George C. Marshall Space Flight Center. Marshall apace Flight
Center, Alabama, hereinafter re[erred to as MSFC or Marshall, became a
part of NASA in July 1960. Marshall serves as one of NASA's primary
centers for the design, development and testing ot space traz_sportation
systems, including large launch vehicles and engines for programs -'ach a_
Apollo and the Space Shuttle. The MSFC also has a lead role in space flight
payload planning, integration and management of scientific projects such as
the High Energy Astronomy Observatory. A recently assigned additional
category of roles and missions includes responsibility for a area of envir,_r_.
rnehtal resources and applice.tions.
In addition to on-site activities at Huntsville, MSFC manages the
Mississippi Test Facility (MTF) at Bay St. Louis, Mississippi and other
facilities and offices at or adjacent to industrial sites throughout the nation.
The MSb C is currently invu.ved in the direction an_ management of
tl,,' lollowing programs:
a. t:ul'r t:Itt Progrnm:;
{1) The Saturn Program, which provides the nation's launch
vehicle for manned lunar landing missions and very large payloads, such as
the SkyLtb Work._hf.p. and prt,vidcs the launch vehicle for earth ,,rbital
rll.llllt,..*.tt r_1 ] '* S ion_.
('} The L_mar Roving Vehicle, _:hich provides n._bility [or lunar
exploration.
(5) The Skyl,lb Program. including dt:vclop,rJcnt ,,1 14r,,unu support
equipn-mnt and cluster modules such ils the Orbital Workshop. Apollo Tele-
st upe Nlount, Airlock Module-, and Multiple Drinking _,daFLer. na;_nltgcrnt:nt
of t_elected experiments, and overall systems engineering and integration of
the total Skylab cluster.
1-1
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(t) Th,, :';p._,_' ,_huttl,' M._lt_ I',l!g,l,,.. ,, h_t'i, I.t:t'_:il. ll_r',,lll,.,,I,I, _
li_tu]d hy,ll tt,m jl,tujd ,_yR,:J_ fu,,l,,d j,. j.,.,t ,,ljI.J.,,. .... _,._!d,, ,,I _$_i_"t' rf.u:-_,,_"
(',_ 'l'i._: ;)p;_,.'e 5huttl_' P,o,,_t,.r, which, t,qat,th, z _vJth II,,' ,%hutll,.
,._t'l_it¢_l ", L___,l,..;.igl..d [,,r tr,mbp_.,rtmg, j,i.l_ lllld ,, _I_ILI I_|}q,,,,'ktl,J_ ti_ I¢'1|i111_ ,!11_1
1, I)el'in _t _,,_,. St udi,..t_
'L'he Gus,Ccl,t Vt.r_l'tcettton T_:._,ting Pr,)gr.,h, l: an z_ t,,,uv.;,: cff,,rt to
•,..'_rify the c,,riccpt8 ._z_d h,,rdwar,.., r_es,llting fron_ N:gS,_ ,h.finiti,,_ studie:; now
{ll](!,:FW !y |'r_,'_,,ry (;|}Je_ktkV_.'_ are tu ,lu,,,,.._tr,t, r,.!,, ,..,:,,:ht.,t_,,. /.!,uttle p,_y -
1o_,1 _.,_:,,.pt_ i_.d ,h'v_'lop intt.rl._ce roquircr_,,.:[tt_, .._nd to support d,:_tgti and
d_:vul,,p,_,ent _'.,i _u, It potential hardware _tum_ a_ the R t, search Applscal,ons
Mudulw, Su_.tlu I.._!,, ,,nd the Spa_e 'ru R Other znsusio,_ respon_ibil.,ties o:
NISF:(: __,:hld,: ,'.,,_,:_,kif_c programs deeii/_,:'d t_ olga_n high quality. _amma-ray,
._nd x._._y s,_ur, us b_L_F(: also h,ts _znut,:t,_.r ,,f s, ientil_c definition atudies
such_8 experiment carrier_ to provide power, crew _ystem_ and laboratorie_
for _pe, c_. exploration. Other fucet_ to the space exploration for which MSFC :t
i._ resp,msiblu includ_ space vehicles for the de.livery and retrieval of auto. 1
_,) .ted p.,yloads and habitable space w.hicles These ,,1.-._, prov}_e a versati]e
_1_,l ,._.o_t.,l'_,:,_l l:tborator¥ and ob,_ervatory for n_anned r_:au.,xrcit and applicatmn
_,, ,.._l,=.,ti,_n> and , xperimentation_ _n. earth orbit.
_ R,esearch and Technology
Iht: lkL%_(; is involved in a broad ba_t,d research artd tt_chn_dogy
_,r,,_:t.,,,, _,,,']u_ling the managen_ent of g_:vt,ral oth_r signdic,,r_t re_/irch
:_'.:.,rt_ _t.: ,,r tht...,t., presently iu tit(: study phase, ie. ,_r, ,_rl,itin¢. high
..... i .... . ,.,, _,. r,.,ich ot i_tt gr,,,,,,:i.ba_4.'d teh ..... "'1" :" :'..1_;,, u,_,tvrway,
• {t. .( .i .... a,.I ?'..l_'k'_ .'_{F')VtOI,t; t_F_}_21.1tll' Ja_ I,, mg ',l.,l,._g, ,i t,y _.l,_t G
l!l,_ t :,,_,i t t, ,_ i,v [1,,. ,,'l.._[l't)ll(,,llit:,_.l t ,,)ll]JlklllJLy _f._ t.,b_;lJll _l,_l tlnti_ c,.,ncurrenl;ly
'.,.iti_ t} .... ".i.,tlo Tv!_.ucope Mount mission. Another re,_,earch t:ffort _s aimed
_t :,:_td,.,, ,,__. p,,t_-*z,l_,! l_.cbniqaes trod applications for rz_.,tt, riaIs pro,-e.,_sing
,! ' ppi_,.,_tiola',; P_'Ogl'_ttn
'1 he ML_I"C is also particip_,ting in the 'NAS/; Application_ Pr_gram,
,, '", ..i,'-" ,.'l_ ,,,,'s_t ,,_ ,;'h_h is t:h_. F_:,._-tl_[lc_ource_: ,_;uz'vl..y Pm).,,r_ _. The pro-
g, _,,, _,_.1 ,1_._ _.vir,mmer, ta! d_:li_' li,.; ,:t lluut_vi!le dr_d at RI'! l.. 'l'hese
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a¢'tivJti,.._ :,,,, dlroi_t,,,l gd.l.,r;,lly l,,w,,r,l ilj, ,iq,l,, ,l,,ql I :.p.,, , I,. l,l.,l,,F,y
,*nd .,-_._,,.:,,_l,.d r_._n:,g,.rLil and t,_,,l,_._, _! ,I;:. _,li_. ,, t i.:, , t,_,, .,_,,,..t,,l
l*n.'.qtili_ :-;t.l,.,l ,d i,livil'iil_l;'li,,rl{,,l ri,,}i ,i,,l li ,ll Ii_,,,Ii_ _,, lli*, ll,l* , , ,;,*! ',',,_I I' is* K
rel,lti,.,,i:,hil): ,,r_, I. Inl. u.._t,lhl,_l, d v.,itl-, ll'li!('l-,il, .I.,I., l!'I I,. ,J 'j2' J" Ii',% I_,
dell'fillip,' tv;iyf; ill utilizing; N/XNA I;],irlli ).ll I",",'y *t.,1 , u.! t,', t,_ ,,t*,,.'_.
2. llNSTAI..LATIOI_I l}E]bOl/Ilq'lO_r,,-
'rht: I.Joorlgia C, l_4arshclll _p,,l:, l'll)211t (-,n_, _ -_il,. !> _.... r il,lnt_>;<'tll, .
,'\lal)artia, C,ll Army property at the _i-.,i<.l,,,, "_rt.;,.,..t i', ,. ('<'nl_ v ,,, itl,il':-
J , 8")0 ilcrt..'4 lllli:](?r ;:i ¢)9-y(4gtr il-rev<. ,llil,. ii.%t t,( I ,.. :t : .. !I* .i ,li,l , , _ #_ ill . )
fr,>zn It.: Arv/ly. Tit(, total Rc(l_sl;orit- /_y-:_i.li.II ..... :_ ,.I,.,,l_ll_ ",]'. t {, :, .>i,l.r,.+..-
ISll.lt.iy 40. I)0t) .crew. The capital |l'l%'t'btlllt_l_[ I .... i .i'll)i _ll, i J I't, ",t:,
apprux]mat, ly $$91, 694, 000. It is the large._t NASA (',.t,tl.r, _ _,,i)1,.,, ' !,>,: .I,,,.l
q,_00 people as of June 30, lq72 Certain frl,:_titi,.,_ _.'ucl, ,,s thr l-t¢,dvt,,r,,-
Ar._,cnal Airii_:ld and some utilities are used j,>antl$ _5 !i,\SA ,,l_,l lit,..,\r,.y.
The Wheeler Wildlife Refuge of the Den_rtment of the Lnt_.rior (iJ' rn_itt,..d to
Department of Army) overlaps part of the MSFC's v.¢:-t_.r,_ av.d ._,,uth_.rlx
boundaries, as indicated inthe attached vicinity plan in Appendix B,
The MSFC occupies physical space as follows:
Office and Laboratory 2, 2_12, 4_b _q. ft.
Test 350, ¢9_
Special Purpose 6W#. 126
>,,t pp,:,rt lC,5, t_ge,
_t,',rag,. ') 5_, I,( :_,
! ,; ,. ! ,_, .., , . [7 _ _'*_,,< "'.li ¢ ..*if, ' ',,,it , ,., ,! ,...i ,I !, i.,r .:it
! .... : . . i_¢i l<l., .fi|¢'ii,l.i_Ct' ''":c . i_{ i II _ '.', t 't II _,. , It, + ' : I I ,,_ '_;,' l'[7'.
_!p'*,,., '; ;',, ,,*ill I-_( _-'. |kir.'ltl,:lit ill ltti' tr, tll>tc.l" ,itg! , t,,,t !ti l,,.t <...,.t:ll illi,,
ih'l.,,lrtll.l-li _lf tilt, Ar:-riy ,tile] bIA_4A 111 l),..,.<.p.,l..r l'l;_(), l:l_,, i%rlily :_t_lt pr,_vidi+,s,
_.,ll ,: i't.i.illl.ltt_i's_ ,-_.llh, I),,._]_, most tllllil 7 sc.l-vic'c_', iilt, ltlllilir t,oidllll.. ;iliil il_du_tria]
.'.'<,t, 'i.. , l_ , I _ {t.tl.)' ,[,'.till, SeW, iy.*' d_-_i_,a,.!l, lirc I_i'lllt'ct Ifllt, .,ili] I" i tli i'll, lilltt--
i I it I
'i'l,w "ilTi-.i, ,i! lity,:,tll o.[ the" _.l._;'i'. i:_ _ll,.iv.r_ ,I, liil , _lt, t, hr-,I 1 .lutl ,. i.
:'..l._til xn :\l,i,t,tdL. B The L,tlld U._i' _l;iip providc_ I)<_:.ic d,,tii ,;.l Ill, vairil.ltlS
_'Xildii,l.: .t,"l'i:'!lit,_' 1t, it ,,ct'Upy land cn, thi- ]_I::FC ,,l'* .t. TI,c II',ll,, i_, il'..t'd ill
.tntilyziill: fll,' ¢;ttl'Ft'lltl; [i, lttvrn t,f lcil)d li,HL' ,IS t l, C,,lril')<ttillllit 7 <,.l,! I_lii_.'tiOll_!l
rel<ll ioi_,_ltips. Briefly the various ,_rt.,l<_ ..,[ Mt;I"C: ,, i', :
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,, rh.:M._m Adnam_;tratmn.r_-,, ,. ,,,,J_l:rJ:,,t ,,I,,tl,,',,,_.,I.,,_,,.
,,.,,i,},,_- ,,h,I i:; :_itua.tcd inthc north,:r. :,+,c'.l,m ,,t I.t., ',! i t ,_.... t , _,l,,._t
I,, sh,.: |.-.al),Jr;ttor,_c,_ alld Oil, i(:<.:;-; tlJ g<:m,c,+# ,,r,, ,-.,_L_ ,I ,f_ t_,,+ _, Jdi I
,,,,:+t i.,rtl,,_+ ,_f th,. NLSFC ,troa alorlh_ the iwr_, i.,**_t ,,,,rrid,_r:,, ;'d,,_.tllJ b'.,:,,t
and i_ Ldvuut I{t.md. A new area also in the ccntr/,i ,.,,_,,t,,r+_ :,, <ti_,,0, which ,.,,',,,_,
c,mw.rt,:d ir,m_ ;t 1.rod use of "Warchou'uc, Stor;t_:: ,:1:1 [..i:lLt li:lu:4tr')"* i,,
"[.,,i,,.,'.,tor+c,,_ atvl ()ffice_;, " is cxp, mdin_4 ,_l,,_tg M,.r,+.,_r_ R,,,_I ,,,_,l I,_i.,,'
C:ircIc.
c. _!te ,_Ul,l_*,rt arm Scrvi_t, _)pcr,,t_,n,_ ,Jr, ct.t+tt,_lly ,.t _..... i:
l(_dt'(,ut N,,.,d, and provide for the solid waste c,,II,'ctt'_H ,_l_d tr_._ _>;I.., |'_ i,,,
the sanitar_ land fill site operated by the U.S. Army.
d- Industrial Areas include storage :_nd warehousin_ as well :,s
heavier types of industry, such ct_ n_.'*chim: :_huI,.; ,_+._d,t_<,+m_fl./ ,r.,._'+,.
These areas are scattered throughout the MSFC ar_:,t w,_'tt: the tn:v,r t:tJv, c',-n-
tration being west of Rideout Road.
,:. The ttazardous Test Area of the MSFC requiru_ I_Jrgc buffered
arca_ for the safety of personnel and facilities. It is l,-,c,t,,,I s,,,_!l, .,+ M.,rt?,_
1(,:._ ' [lox_t.ver, tht+.rc are two signilicant c,xct:ptt,qtb; ,+ t ,_,1,,tal_.tto,: t+u..,t . , t].
futility lo¢,_tcd we_t of Rideout Road :_nd a n_ock-up l'u_:[ing test facility east
,_,_ P.tdcout t(,_ad. The hazardous operatmns performed at these: two facilities
t'(.,!u_r¢: i_td!,:r /once, or safety _.trclcs. which rcstr;ct h_ttmnlvt: devtzlopt:_eut
,.+,[the ,£rv.kb.
i. 'ihu Upon Areas con.,,_st <d twtJ Zll,tjor (.;*+lCtPJttrittl'-'+t,b 0]_ l,-:nd, the
+*,it t. I [" -'ll:_' ,ill l.[f:tl noL+tl+ea:,t ,.,£ tie,: x.l +,it '\rill+J_lt:,t_ ,,t '(,+: +_£t';_ ;tl-.,d tttt+ otht-r
t,_ ,_,!: _t,, _,,t w,.':4 a.rea of the gL_l£C.
.. I.:NV J KuNMI+iNTAL IMPACT
,t. I ;olnl_/ttnity Efl+,.:ct_
'A'l_ilt, ,,,+_tributing t,,'-h.. _r,,wth ,,f the ur_+,_, l(,.M;;ttmu '_r--,,:nal and
N!:-I, by tl,, ir l_,catiotxhave also L,ffluunced the pattern of _rowth of the
_.!i .... rd- t',,,_m_Jt_es. The aecornpitl_Fillg Vicinity Plan shows h,,v' the Ctty
_,f [h_nt_vill,.' is be,end by a range of mountains to the t,;tst and north ,,nd hy
II, ,t_,t,,**t. At t.:en.d t,., the west. This ;Hfects the alluc,Jtiuh of I.und kibes .ks
imlicdtt.d ,m tht' Vicinity Plan. The di_fft, rent land u_.'es are i+.lc,l_tifit+'d by colur
,,rt tht' _t:gt'llt|.
1+-4
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+_,:,_. ,, _ll, ! . :i .... , ,_,(! +l'| i,lll+l ++,''.t ,1t'',''1) t+ ' ' I I,_;I ,_)l,l',l(Jlll ) , I,; ll_t _ I,'+' , I,
l'', !t'¢ t _' 1";I'+!:-['Ol' .gl"-:,'n,'| ,ll_t_ .: 'J-"'l _, ,_l_"!l_ ._. I,,,:" _t,-ci ,+,, I' , t,,,i
: . -,>J, _,.,. tt_ i_e_carch h,,lu_ti't,,J P,rr. n:,m_:di..:i.-J,, n+,,.tl.. I,. ]_-t,.,,w
.",::.,:.,.It_, '.-lu.,,t_vilR:Inelu_trialCm+,t,.-r]o_ ,_cd i,_+t_:e,_.l.dL.L,-_.,-,h_: ._ _.Lt,:..
tl:c:J,',rtheasL.-,ecturof the City, and the Madt_on County 5_dustria[ }%.rk. Thc
d,'..:_.+.r(.!, lJ,_rk c_,n:ple'_ h,ts app+"oxnx_atcly 5,000 acre_ <)1 ]and _,v__i)+_bl_.+for
,'<..: ...r_l_ .rod _ndustriaI usvs. This area _s developing, and tuuet! ..... .. :tt, +
t,tj_ , .+t l..)u_;_.r_ity c,f Alaban_a, !tuntsv+dl_ • will further" inc'rea_e ,t,.+ ,,. ,._'!_,r
,lckt ;'_+___:+tnt ,n new patterns of emplc, x.t,_ent concentrath_ns. The 800-;_(-r,,
_'M:_,ib::,++, Co t.a-ty Industrial Par 1<_s located in the northeast sect ic,n of }iuntsvilh:.
'] ,' +" .';'. ,.%' {'!,, t,:.+ t-/ll( naan_/L+cttlrln,_ ,!r r'+,l+l(.'tl_Jo);lllL ' ,:'{tl;i,'P_'lll, .._!__,] lh_ ,,th,.:r
_1,.: : i ._ .tr .r,,Ji, i:._v¢ rvcerdlv It.,,.-.,1,.,1 h<er_+,
.. ,!'I._- "tit ill ,tCt',18 't' t{+ ' t,l++_++t l,]+l.+,kt ,+ ,I,,+ _: t{ ' ; !'F+'"':'-. ,+[
+', +
, ,+,i +,,"+.tl.' , .'+ , , ',.,,". _ 1'..,.' j ,. , +t_ il ... t ,. ,-+t ,
- , . .., . +,,:i; ' _kt! _'t
"t'l ';':. ','_+l.v'. :+ .:1_ wt':t, ,._,,£ if., '_'tl,,,_t :'_, ,,'_'._ ,,,,i i,c, :-;_'nl]) ut:tizt'd.
i+:_ +itlatt.::v+ll_' l+lVt, l'J)+i.nlt, t,', J0,.',-tlly >'.t+t.t'd l,.,t" h(-;+v_ :+_,t++:+ll+t.tt +h.v+,i,)ln_,<mt.
'i'l,, + . :t.'., ,.- , my, ',*,',ttly 8_ rv,.+d t,y {,+,lh ri, tl ._ td I+,_r)2t . &.ll!+,v.tvh t},, ,,r,+_+_ is
'? 'I + i' I ' l+.'t.;'!' ,_, ,t I)CLI[)_.) ,'"! ', i ( :++ X ,l+ll,':.k 'v t,' t, ill i:'¢ u
++)), '::), './.+'"; t+ it.t+ It:r d,: ¢.. |+.i.,,t,.l,i.
'V , _,t+,,,.,lltity b'l'+.)v.l_it :.';)+t _' [}_" ,.'.it-l; }'Jhll'.... i,.,. I,,, ,, . ,_ ri)l,_d.
,'_,[,<+ .,t,,,(, .t)(}t,. (- +'ty ,',[ [Jurttt:,villt i++, 1.1*_,+ .,,._. ,!I), ._t 1_'. 1+) ), tit J +,,{_ v.-,t+
i?., ,(:,+. .'ul ,u l')Tl I:.,:, gl',,Wlt I,, I '.',7. ;:++)!. I_++<J+tt.)[,.,++b,I + ,, +l ill, .. 1,.,,.,,,, (.'>:l,.tt-+r:[('<J
t.()t_ i ), t' ,,:[ ",t l.ht t,.:.t "t) y(,.l!-l: , '1|1( _ _t_';-, .+,.:l,_,,)l ,'_r,,ll_,l,:,d )l,t,t, _:+,)V+ll
I t',)l_+ ',, 4', ). "; ])£ J')St)tO 55. 'l?Z tstutlent_ t._r,,lled in _{, .+chuolc. i_ J970.
+ l,
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(" . /_ |r
I,_ Ih_ ,,_1 I,,,tl0J;_,,l_ l.r,,ld_'e_J of the, r, p.J,,1) )l_.w, '._,l, ._11 v_,..J,v. ,.:_ ,tn.J 1),.d,.)_[_.,t
:,,"lJ't ,:_ rttlt_',l J;_t' q_,_-t_.JJ_'(J (..ire,llltly ,_.,_ |l_l;. _i,;;I. ,||,,'_)_tl) ,tlJ,J |.J)_: (-.;]Ly ,d
"I')_' l(o:_I'by ElJ_.t_Illtzl.ltkl-,ttJ t|}_':t_,tb_t ,ll'OJ ;_,_i|[]i/,:It,|I-,,];.sci..et,,Iti)i,,_8,:.'4,-,rid
_,vht.'t_ :t.iVL'_.,%J_',fiB ,;ilitJ _t,|_l};llit l-l},l,jlll7 /lit l,_t_,',tc,]i},'-_ o(_cllrt _121. polh[ti_)n It,v_,],*;
build ttl:, qu_t|'l_ r. M.r._;h,dl Cont_:r c')_-'f" t',,t,':, with tht: City Air t'tAn_ti,m
G,,ntr_l Olfi_t, I&, Itt_ithlt_ ,,pro, I,_t r, itW ,_,,1 ,:,_tr_,ll,_ g ,,th,.:r ,at:Llvilles _.i_lt.,J,
would ._d(l to tht t_r"blt'l_ ,.'f I.,,__t_c_l,,t,' ..... , th.' :,it
( 1 } A_r" _,,,rrtl)ltn _
The M_FC c_,lltz_t_ .nd dlI.tlyZC_ air ._atnplcs and conduct.._
other tests aa required to cst.tbli_h and control the air quality at the Center.
During beryllium machining operations, atmospheric samples are collected
to assure that concentrations of beryllium being exhausted to the outside air
do not exceed the limits established by the U. 5. Atomic Energy Commission
(2) Total Particulates
A program of sampling for total p.trticulates in the :it wa._
established in early 1:)70. and sampling has contia_ued periodically at severa!
locations on MSFC. The measurements from these stations provide _uidance
for .a_r p,Alutior_ ,:.ntrol at MSFC .,_d ,,1_,._, providt_ ,,dditi_mal rcgion:al ;_nfor-
matron to the City of Huntsville Air P,,iluti,m Control Board.
(:_) U.,_. -\rmy lleatin_ _'l,t_:tI
[I,o ih.p._rtlt_t.._tt,d tt_ ',r:_,..i_l,.,v:,:l,:-.NlY.I.'(_'..'.__tl_.tl li_
",_-t.'-,..'t'}' .,1._._:, i,._ i).t,.tt[li_ ,_'._! _vi't-tt', :l ,,l_,.r.,i_,,_,:, :..._,h ,t._. !,i,_t}l,.,. ,,l"
co:tl, but fuhfls h.,vt" been approvt:d __ t[.' /krn_y'_ fi_t:;_l ye;ar ['_72 I,ud_t:t
t,)r convcr.-,l,_,n to natural gas, with o__l ,_:. ,_ .t,mdby. Pi,)n:_ ,.try: Itt,u_ ft)rllltl-
_:: l,_tt',l tt._ I.)lt),r _la tht :_.mtr;d ga_, fro')t l!t, !tt ,i_dinc on lli_h_:t 3 J(). t,, t,.,.t.'t:n
-, tlu_tt:,_ ,It ...... I D, _ ,tur,
(-t _ Pr,.q.,,)_cd Air Morally)ring k't, ogr;iI_ for _L51"(5
(tioxi_l(, ,_itrtq4cn oxhlet_, phoLo chet,,i,,,l .)xid::_nts, c.rh,,, tt_cm,9:_id(.,, ,tttd
bydr(,t_::,rl;,t,l)_:. The. proposed progr,_!,, v(,quirt,,_; ,,st_,_ymg th,, 'v_,]: C _;_:_l.,i_nt
,_ir t.1_Wil't)r]li)t.nt J',,r t}}t, purpo,_et, of:
I -f;
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MSFC collects samples on weekdays from the industrial
sewage lagoon and tt, o ouLfaUs of the major storm drainage systcrn into
Indian Creek. These samples are analyzed to insure compliance with state
water quality standards. Waters in the industrial lagoon arc treated to
maintain the effluent pH within the range of 6.0 to 8.5. M_FC has applied
to the Corps o£ Engineers for the necessary permits to discharge into Indian
Creek under the terms of Sections 13 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899
(3) Thermal Discharges into indian Creek
A study has recently been conducted on the:effects of
thermal pollation to Indian Creek resuatmg from the thermal dis('h,Jrge fr_,_n
once-through cooling systems. The study showed that the temperature changes
of the receiving water did not vary from ambient conditions by mar e than 3
degrees to a maximum of 77°F.
(4) Metal Plating Wastes
Building 4760 houses plating and metal surfact , eating
operations. These tanks are set inside of saucer-like tanks to catch
spillage and overflows. Complete refurbishment of this facility is about 75
percent complete.
Concentrated waeJtes, other than cyanide wastes, are
drained from buildings 4760 and 470'7 via chemically _ =.sistantsewer lines,
to a lined concentrate receiving lagoou {100, 000 gal. c, )_acity). The_e
wastes receive treatment by mixing alkaline wastes witi acid wastes, either
in the conc_,ntrate receiving lagoon or in a smaller tran_ fer Is)teen (7,500
gal. capacity), and arc then further concentrated by mea s of an evaporator.
1'he' r,.sult;n_; liqm:,r:-_ ._re pumped intotbe ultimate d_spos 1 lagoons (ZO0,000
gal t.tpc_t il:y cacll) No, concentrated wastes or cyanide wastes are ever dis-
chdt_cd iJil It_i,an C,rcek. C.y_inidc containing solttti,ms (-t40 gallons in 1970)
,_r<. pump,'d i_,lto drums and _hipped to a commercial firm for dtsposal. In
cabs. oI an _:mergcncy, ,zyanide wastes can bc transfcrretto a cyanide lagoon
(IS, 000 gal. capacity) h,cated separately from the main industrial waste
t r,,,:tme)lt f)cility
(5) l)r_,posed MSFC Water Momt(_ring Program
Almost five gear_ pritr to th(_ issu.nc_ of l_xc:cutivt: Order
tq ,, I 1._0",, in F,_l)l'uary 1970, a brief 8ttrv('y of the t onct:)-)tr,,tit,t,:_ .nd quantiLlt,s
uf i,,,llut_ntu d_.-;chargcd from the Industrial Scwer had been 1,, rft,rnmd.
F_;_st_d ol, this survey the preuent I,tdustrial Waste Tr ,;,tm,.nt l_lant w,ts designed
at.i hlilt In April 1'170, a mort. t(,)_q_r(.,henaivc, ..mrw_y was ])erfc)rn_(-d for the
I tl
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er:ire Red._tc,nc Arsenal area by the U,S. Army 'Envir,Jnn,ei:t,_] l]ygtene Ag¢._, y
Additional analyses of effluents into Indian Creek were later detorrr_ined in 1970
under the direction of Dr. Lorraine P. Morin of the University of Alabama in
Huntsville. All of these data, supplemented by many analyses determined by
the Materials Division of the Astronautics Laboratory (S&E-ASTN-MC), pro-
vided the quantitative information required for the preparation of the MSFC
applications for Corps of Engineers discharge p_.rmits under the I _)9 R_fuse
Act.
There are normally three waste water streams which contin-
uously discharge _rom IVLSF_ into India'n Cl'eek {Streams 001, 003, and 004)
with two additional sources of waste water which may _._ occasions discharge
directly into Indian Creek (Streams 002 ._nd 005) for whiah Corps of Engineers'
permits have been requested. These arc as follow._,:
Discharge
Designation Source of Discharge
Stream 001 Industrml Sewage Lagoon
Stream 002 Industrial Sewer
Stream GO3 Storm Drain (Lateral A)
Stream 004 Storm Drain (Lateral B)
Stream 005 Hydrostatic Dump Lagoon
Streams 001 and 002 are predominantly water rinsing from
metal plating and other surface treatment operations. Stream 002 represents
the direct discharge from the Industrial Se,mage System. Stream 001 represents
the discharge from the Industrial Sewage Lagoon. through which Stream 002
must pass before being permitted to discharge finally into Indian Creek.
Streams 003 and 004 are the discharges from two storm
,.ir,,in:_:,, _y_t_:m_: (l.<tcrals A .nnd B. respectively)whosedisch;_r_es are maiTdy
wdr_. 0 i.'_du:_trt.1 water which has b_en used as coolant in v. rious _mdding
,llr c_m_ttt,_i,fng syst,.ms. Tht. tlydrostatic Dttinp Lagoon (5trt,;tm 0('5) i_ no
longer u_ed l?,._r its ,riginat purpose, and its future use will be for reserve
storagc for the main industrial lagoon.
Tht: data included in th,, ,ib,_vc t,,_.r:-_,ii applic;ttit,tls are
giVt'll ill "t';tbl,,' 1 (Appendix D).
Discharge _tandards f_,r stream Of)] have beell provided
by EPA and .,rt: givon in Table 2 (Appendix D).
l-y
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A planned waste water monitoring program is summarized
in Table 3 and Figure I (Appendix D). Phase I of the program calls for:
(a) Daily collection of Z4-hour samples obtained by contin-
uous proportional-flow compositing of Streams 001 through 004.
(b) Manual determination of the instantaneous stream
temperatures, flow rates, and Ph at the time the daily composite samples
are gathered for analysis.
(c) Immediate analysis of each daily composite sample
for specific parameter_ as listed in Table 35. i
(d) Later analysis of the weekly composite samples for
Streams 001 and/or 00Z for all the other parameters listed in Table Z (Appendix
D).
Phase 11 of the program calls lot continuous monitoring
and recording of the electrical conductivity (dissolved solids), oxidation-
reduction potential (ORP), Ph, flow rate, and temperature of all four streams
listed in Table 3 (Appendix D). Stream 00Z will be monitored to detect
excessive pollutant concentrations as early as possible. This will allow
immediate corrective action to be taken before harm/u1 concentrations could
appear in Stream 001. It is planned that additional continuous monitoring
equipment be provided as close as practicable to all rr,ajor possible sources
of pollution as shown in Figure I (Appendix D) i. e., monitoring locations I
through 8.
With the onset of Phase II of the program, it is expected
that as much as possible of Phase I of the program will be gradually discon-
tinued. However, until reliable methods for the continuous mon_,toring of
critical pollutants such as total chromium and total cyanide become available,
at least a portion of Phase I will have to be continued. Likewise, it should
___cpossih1_ to reduce PL_se 11 of the program with the accumulation of
operatiILg experience.
Phase ILl of the program calls for the continuous moni-
toring of spccilic, critical parameters such as total chromium and total
cyanide, ifand when instrumentation for this purpose becomes available.
::_Afew of these are critical parameters such as total chromium _nd total
cyanide, which should be analy_.ed with minimum delay; and it is planned that
the remahldcr of the listed parameters be de*.o_rmined daily, for the purpose
of developing empirical correlations among these data and various pollutants.
i
I in .... _
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e. Noise
(1) Noise Surveys
The MSFC performs noise surveys to assure that sound
pressure level_ are within those criteria established by the American
Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists. Representative areas
are machine shops, carpenter shops, pneumatic test areas, equipment
rooms, MSFC aircraft, rocket engine test areas, computer areas, etc.
Those criteria are as follows:
Duration Sound Level
Hour s/Day (dBA)a
8 90
6 g_
4 '_5
3 97
2 I00
1.5 IOZ
I 105
O. 75 107
0.5 II0
O. Z5 I15-C b
(Not_':) (a} For additional ilffornmtion, refer to these d,_,:urr,ents:
Guides for ti_e Evaluation of Hearing Impairment; Transactions of the
2,_ner_c.n Academy o£ Ophthahnology and Otolaryngology, pp, IS7-8 (Metrch-
,\ pr ill _#5'_) ; Guides ! o the Evaluation of the Permanent In, pairment -
_',,r, N,,,',.-, t_hroat _ud RclettedStructur_s; and Journal oi the Ameri_,_l, Medical
"_,_.,,< ,._1 i,,1, 107:.t8_ (Angus*. 1961).
(I,} T|tc sound level is given in decibels a_ measured on a
star, t_rd stJtlnd pre,,sure level meter operating on the A-weighting network
with slow m,'l.t_r re:_ponse. C<,iling value denoted by "C" is the. maximum
Noise falls rote two cat,-.:t)ries: that wxthin tht, community;
.,_,_ tl_ it ,.vttl tb_ the l-cal working environment. Tht- only excessive noise
opt, rations which might contribute to commur ,y exp,)sure are engine test
firiltg::_ 'rht MSFC uses criteria (llSdB), which has resulted from1 trxter.sive
noi_;c _.lt_d;L'-_ in the surrounding ar,,;t t,:, determine if condition:-, ._rt: c_uitable
fc_r _,,ch firit_gs. No tests arc conducted until determinations .:r_, _,_;_de that
t_,ctt,orologital conditions art suitable /rod that attenuatl,m will bc irt dccord-
an_c with established criteria. In the working environment, studies are
pcrforu_ed to determine if sound pressure levels are oxc,_ssive. If high
O0000002-TSB04
levels are found, corrective measures are recommended in the forna of
engineering changes and personnel protection. All personnel who work
in noisy occupations are given periodic audiometric examinations.
(Z) Engine Test Firings
(a) Model testing of rocket engines at building 4540 is
described in Appendix G. This model engine will have a thrust of less
than S0, 000 lbs. No adverse environmental e£fects will result from this
testing. A discussion of this program and its effects are included in
Appendix C.
(b) In the last several years occasional tests have been
conducted o£ Z00, 000-pound class liquid oxygen-liquid hydrogen rocket
engine at building 4514. The effects of these various tests have not been
shown to be physically harmful to nearby wildlife. Frequent observations
of the wildlife have been made by the Wheeler Wildlife Refuge personnel
and no complaints have been brought to the attention of the MSFC. Sound !
pressure contours for testing at this facility are shown in Appendix C.
(c) The above described te_ting has not caused any signifi-
cant addition to the adjacent acoustical environment, primarily because of
the _._anner in which the Redstone Arsenal acts as an acoustical buffer zone
and because tests are carefully scheduted so that atmospheric conditions
contribute to attenuation and do not cause refracted concentrations. Early
in the test program some relatively few complaints of superficial structural
damage to p:aster, etc., had been received. Straight monitoring of the
meteorological conditions have optomized test periods such that no farfield
co,_munities are subjected to environments which induc_ iamage claims.
f. S_,lidWaste
,_,<|td x_,tsh's include paper, wood, metal, grease, glass, plastic,
etc 'l'hescare collected by MSJ_'C on a periodic basis at predetermincd
_ocaticms. Metals and other salvagable material amounting to approximately
'..¢_¢,_-,,bicyards w,._retransferred t,_the.U.S. Army's salvage yard in
I.Y I'_71 ()ther _vd_tes suth as paper, trash, scrap woud, and food amounting
t.....,!q.r,,xltrJ,,tcly84, 000 cubic yards in F'Y 1971 were carried to the U.S.
_f't_y'.q ,-,;_,_;¢ary lanr! fill for disposal by the Army. About 500 pounds per
_,,'t't_k ,_)[ (:t)llli:utcr punch cards are recycled.
g, /%'st Control
Pesticides ar,_used ;itI_,_{"("to protect plaints,buLtdm_s _Lnd
food'_frt,m damage and destruction as well as promote the health _,ndwell-
being of personnel. Materials used. purposes and methods of disp,:nsing ar,.
as follows:
l-I "{
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Material Us e Application
Prometone 25E, General vegetation and 1090 solution
(500#/year) soil sterilization ground spray
Warfarin 5% Rodents control .025% bait
(150#/year)
Diazinon 48% Roach control • 590 solution
(Z0#/year) hand spray
Chlorodane Termite control 10% solution
{20#/year) spray injection
Malathion 30% Mosquito and fly pest Fog generator
(75#/year) control
All chemicals are applied by certified, trained personnel provided
with necessary sa_et_ >,quipment. These small applications are authorized
only under conditions where controls can be enforced to protect against
_nvironmental contamination.
4. ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
J i ,- • i |i
The activities at the MSFC have negligible adverse effect on the environ-
ment.
5. ALTERNATIVES TO THE INSTALLATION
The MSFC institutions have been in existance for some time, with
negligible adverse impact to the environment. Continuance of the current
and proposed projects at MSFC are essential to the NASA Space Programs.
An expenditure larger than$ 391.6M would be required to duplicate these
facilities elsewhere with attendant environmental impact.
6. SHORT .TERM USES VERSUS LONG-TERM ENHANCEMENT OF THE
l,._I,VIRONMENT .....
'J'l_e MSFG has undertaken several actions to insure that short-term
activities are in accordance with the long-term objectives of protecting and
enhancing the en, rironrnent. These have been implemented through manage-
ment directives, standard operating procedures, and continuing surveillance
of activities to insure cornpliance with the Nation's Environmental objectives.
Management of the grounds and lands at IVk_FC is conducted in such a
way as to insure continued enhancement of the environment..
1-13
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Open areas, slopes, banks, and open ditches have been grassed or
planted to control erosion and reduce water runoff rates. Tree planting and
landscaping are done in accordance with the overall landscaping plan and are
carried on as continuing programs.
Wooded areas are p-otected from fires by proper clearing and mainte-
nance of fire breaks. You_ trees in new groves are thinned periodically to
promote vigorous and healthy growth of the remaining trees. Older stands
of trees are selecti_rely cleared, harvested and replanted to insure a balance
growth of a wide variety of healthy tree specimens.
A comprehensive survey of all NLSFC wastes was completed in FY
1971. The purpose of this survey is to identify quantitatively and qualitatively
all the solid and liquid wastes generated at the Center, including possible
pollutants. This information is being analyzed for possibilities of recycling
reuseable items, selling items that can be reprocessed and collecting and
controlling pollutants.
Working with the Top of Alabama Regional Council of Governments
(TARCOG), the City of Huntsville, M_dison County and the U.S. Army, the
NLSFC has conducted a feasibility study for a solid waste-fueled steam gen-
eration plant which would be located at IV_FC. This plant would use solid
wastes from the U.S. Army, MSFC, the local communities and Madison
County, Alabama to generate steam. The steam would be used by NLSFC for
heating in the winter and operating steam-turbine driven air conditioning
equipment in the summer. The economics for the building and operating of
this type steam plant are favorable. The TARCOG, City o£ Huntsville and
Madison County have a very difficult solid waste disposal problem which
would be alleviated by the installation of this plant. The austere funding
future forecast for NASA would se,#m to rule out building this project with
NASA funds. Or.her methods of funding are being studied.
7. £RREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES
There are small commitments of environmental resources that are con-
sidered irreversible and/or irretrievable. These consist of minor amounts
of fuel oii a,d electricity used to power various systems throughout NLSFC.
This installationhas induced an accelerated growth in surrounding areas
_,.'hichhas contributed to private commitments in such areas as land develop-
__nent,community locations, and road networks.
8. DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT REVIEW COMMENTS
-- mm , ,
A draft environmental statement for the MSFC was submitted to NASA
Heddquarters February 1971. Comments to the draft EIS have been received
from the EPA. The comments and responses thereto are included in
Append ix A.
I -14
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MISSISSIPI_ TEST FACLLITY
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SECTION LI
ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT
FOR TIlE
GEORGE C, 1VL'.r_SHALL SPACE FLIGtIT CENT EN
i ,=
MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY
BAY ST. LOUIS, _dlSS1SSlPt'I
i. MISSION
The Mississippi Test Facility, Bay St. Louis, NL",;sissippi,herein-
alter referred to as MTF, is _ component installation t_Ithe George C.
Marshall Space Flight Cente-. and is responsible for conduct ng p,'o_rams
and activities in Environme Italimrogran]s alLdRoc].,_:_T(_ting Pr,)gra,ns.
a. Environn_ental l:rograms
Applied research is bein_ conducted m environm_l,tal a,:d
resource_ information management t_ develop techniques and systems to
facilitatethe flow of data from sensor to decisionmaker. This research
wall focus _t nerally on the conversioi_ of data to useable ilfforn-_ation in a
deci_iomnaker's trame of reference, and the integraticm ,:_fthe process by
,,vhlch bd,_r't_,_ti,)n i_ dissemin.ted fr<)nl fun_:tion_Jlly re._i,,_,_ible ,iat,t c(,llectlot_
,ig(.vtcles t,) (.vt,_(tua[ users. A l>ril_,._ry effort will be t,-, ,lev(.l,, p n_ter1,._ces
.rid ,,_'_,vl'..:_: _ ..),_tL,,,.=.hq)_ .vdb ML:_r-1..._ippi, ],t-)_t],_:,-_ .... _-,,_ :.(-I.,,.,);-_ t,)_eth,-t
.;itr. rc. lat<.d (u,.]_ ta] d_/CltCteS, t(., dt:tv:,'rr, inc w,Jys [,f uttliz.,,t)_, !',;;£.<,A ieci)n,',logy,
'v_,_),,_/_,Ct]_c:ll[ Skii).-, .:i/3d c:)rt|: ::_lv(?.., _l,/|.i [,) :_()[vc ,:l_v_ ,),)_]_ ),! .! j,l-))I0].el]-,s
,n the _:,,)_te:..t ol a rt:_)ona! expcrm_t.ifl.. Seh, ctc.d pruj¢ ¢.l_., ...,t(h as the
'\tch,_f,-,laya River l',avin Project, will hi, tlst_O to obtain ,tctt,.l c::pcrience.
h_ c,,_aductnag suci] _esv.arch, tile MTF 8c opt' _9I ,tct_vaty will l).ot itachtd,:
,t_r_.tt rc:..p,_t_sil,il_t 5 f_,r st:n_ing t,," ),c,p,,.,r¢ ,.o_l(._tt_,.,_ ,4 d;,t.,..:,,t' ,viii
ck.|'J'!' t,(" )).)_,,lVed th I.hf" uscrts dr'IS 18](_llll'll}kill_ |.,)r(.)_,t':.qfi ,
",s _ t)act t_[ its n-,x_s.m f_)e c.*,.vi:t)nnt(.r,t:,l .,_ I.tvtli,.:.;, "ITI'" wtll
bt. tt_p,.,,_sit,t(:, lot providing a feedback ol payload and eNl_t,rilt_(.,lll idcd_ for
htt,tt't' P4AS./_ prolLr-,a_S. Also), MTF wi!! prov(dt, l,,r .,i_ ,)ctlv_. ,,:.;,,',_).,tton
,)n,.l tec'h1_,_,Ic, gy mtercl);._ng(' a,,),_,ng _(:dcr,_l and _t._t,, <tgcn_._(.,-., I,,, ,,t( ,l ,,i tl_t:
:-;itt,. This intt.rch.ngt, will st'ok tut ,)l, it,,liz(' o)_ th,: iider¢lisc._l,l)tt_try r);ttur(.
(,| cttVl.l't)ltll)_'lltO.[ proMenas dttd provi,l(, d_) t,l,l)_)rt_z,_ty [t)r _ylac):).-:sttt benefits
t_, cttrre,_t ,,nd future projects of NASA and othc; :,genci,:s. The tol/owing is
,) li'_ting of _)ther organizations i_ residenc_: at MTF _;,,i)_,:_'e ,.... ,,I)_c:tnag
al,pli(,d res{,arch in (.nvironmental and resources lnf(#rt_tJt, tt rr*a_,ag(:n_(:nt-'
|:
t[-I
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(I) ]Environmental Protection Agency
(a) Water Quality Field Laboratory (_QFI_)
(b) N,Ltionul Pesticidt: Monitoring La} _atory (NPMt,)
(C) Pesticide Chemical Regulation La bor;ttory (PC[_ L)
(Z) National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminlstr,'_th)i] (NOAA)
(a) National Marine Fishcrt_-s Se::vice_. (Nk_F _)
(b) National Data Buoy Froj_ ct (I'_DBP)
(c} National Weather Service (NWS)
(d} Environmental Field Experiment Lngincerin_ Tuvt and
integration Center (EFTIC)
(e) National Oceanographic Instrumentation Center (NOIC)
(3) National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Earth Resources Laboratory (ERL)
I|) U.S. Geological Sui'v,.y (DO1)
(a) VVater Resources Dlv_sion (WRD)
(t,) J'.._rth Re._,uurct'_ (_l,,,:r._,,ti,,it ;-;,,_, .4_t, (I i¢l)'_)
".) I i.,,:_',.r s it h.s
(o-) .t,,._uisiana St;tit' iJniw.r_tLy
it] IlniversiLy ,,f._4,.tthcr_ttvJiuui_ilq,iIl'rop,.:-,',l}
(t,) U. b, Arl,-l_¢ Munitions t.'.onlln:lnd - h;dg,.'woud Ar,_en/_l
I,. t_,,cket Tc_ting Programs
l:;nsu*' big thu n_lilRcnan_ ,_: . ,i., L_A'.;A 1,_um.|_ v _'b i c! _: ,u,,i r,Jct: ¢.t
vllghtv static Leering and cerLffication cctp,tbility fur I,oth cut', t.,ltt nnd future
progr_,ms. This presently includes pr_op, tr,_tio,, f,,r _,,,_ level ,_r,d sin,,d;_tetl
thrc, ttling t,,sth_g of th_ Space Shuttle's Orl-,iter Mgiin ['_ngtue, ,,nd Orbiter
Stage (clustered engines) propulsion system testing.
H-d
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2. INSTALLATION DESCRIPTION
On O,:tobc.r ,'5, 1961, N/MSA am,,unced that ., t,_l _ ,, it_l_ (;'_'] F)
would be located in {M_mock County, Mis_:;issippi, whit_l_ ,._,_ul,I I,_, ,lc_,_;m.,I
as a proving _round tor Saturn V launch vuhiclc :-_t,Jg_._ ._,d uag,,r_v, l'n_:-_
site is located appr,,ximately 55 miles northeast of New ¢brl,.ar,_, l,t,ui_ian,,,
between Picayune and Bay St. Louis, in Hancock and Pearl River Counties,
...xssissippi. The attached Regional Map (Appendix F,) show_ th,. MTF
• location and the nearby communities.
Through the I/.S. Army Corps of _:ngir, eer;_. N.A,_A (,ur,'h _ed
l }. A48 acre8 outright, and secured e,_Cll,{'13t_ _,r },,,t'_:h,.8_-'¢[ ;,lJ .1_ dit ,t lli_{
1 __'_,442 acres surruunding the situ to sere,: .,_ an acoustical bu[f_ r ,:.,hu
This bulfc.t ,_rca _ now inhabited only by heel',took and wildlife, v ith /arming
and lamber ing permitted. No one is allowed to reside in the _rca
During its development, this i_staLtation rar$.ed _'ith the rl_ajor
constructi m projects of the country x_dth a total hwe_tment of ap_,rox_mately
' $35U, 000,000_ The MTF, as shown on the attached plah {/',pp,.ndlx B), has
a navigational lock (ll0 by 690 ft. ) with a maximum lift of Z0 it. Lor entrance
from the East Pearl River to 7.5 miles of manmadc canals. 'the canal
_ _y_tem extends to the base of each of the huge test stands, sta_e storage
.." area_ and to fuel _torage facilities. This permits test articl_s ,_,nd prop_]-
_i, lants to be delivered directly to their respective use areas.
Build;,_ w_flecting contemporary architecture ar_ _roup :d in area_-,_ci_.._, _:n_me_r_ng and Admihistrat _or,, Ma intena ncc. St,,B e and Prupellant
". .._,. ,. _I,.. ." c,.;,ec r ,nV_, .,t,d .-."_l,,,_n3.strativ c. ,tF,.i ll._.. I, lllliln_:_% .,.re?
, ; __.... .,, _ [_,, .,_fice space, d,qa l,roces_iLlg, ,_l_.d l,-_b,_t:tt,'r}' ,J,l(l tc_,t
The I,uildm-_ located with the b.taintc.nance area are u_d prt_m.rily
, ,r _.,,_,_,._;,uce cff [,,cdities and equipnmnt, wareh_,usb,_. ,3hop support,
..... I ...._t I .... _, :,l.,'__" go, a_,d ],rr,,.t,:',_ ,ffiqe ._i,_.ce ,_,._Sttl,_'_,rl tl,,- f,m,:.'lic, n,_l
Ft' t
'rl,,, '._,_g,-.,ad Propellant Stor.tge ..trt_.;t is the: ct.ntral point ,4 the
lttlt It[ ,,.-.y[4t:t, (LOX), liquid hydrugc_a (LHz), nitrc_gen, and other gas storage
-vhi, l, ,:' ,,ss, utl;_l f, r tht. conq,lcti,.-_ ,ff the vehicle certifi,::_tJc,r,.
1t,_ 'l'cst ,_t',.:, [:tcilittt._-, :_.t'e f,,r :_t:_tic test [ir'h,l!, ¢,f fhc _p,-tc_, Shuttle
C)t'l,il, ,., _,_1 M, tiu l:,,_-iu,'s ._nd art, 1)r,_v _tl( d with ,,_p,_ci,_lly con tr _(..I,,(! pipes
[,,r tla_, pul_l,iug t_f I.OX and L]-12 fuel to the test stands.
11.3
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b, Noise
2tatic firing teat activitit:s at th,' MTF m :-itt|:q,,:,Fi. ,,I :',,,',.::,J\_:.
rocket doveloprncnt,.-flbrtt_have been stttdicd carL, fu|ly u_;i,:9_ ,l,,t,, ,r,,,,,
•_he recent Aimllo testing program and projections trc,,,J Ih[. ;:_p,,t_, :-;t,,,ttA,.
pr,,gr:,m. The_e _tudic's hove shown th:Jt _,o dnm;,i,_' ,.vi}i ,,, ,ur' t,, [.,,r,,,,.,,,.]
in the area outsid,, the buffer zone. F,_rth,,r, oh,_;,.rv.,tl,,,. .... l .. ,ldlh,
dttring the t_,st_ng (,f the Apollo pr,Jgra_t_ 1,:,v_. :;I,,,,.,.'.J i_,, ,_tv, .-., , ft, , t;
• due to acoustics, The relatAv_:ly.lowe¢ power b'vel_ ,_f tb,:.hp,,, ¢. Ni,,_tl},. ,,,.,ij,
engine and thc Orbiter Stage to be test,.d .,t M'I'F' iJJ,l_,_: , .. t,_-:-,,.r ,,, ,,u..I ,,-
tmlmct on the environtzlent at_ st, uwlt ill ,_,pi-'ndi:: C , ._,,,, 1.
Protcctt¢_n against the etfects ,,i _,,,lb, t._p,.,;,tt,,. J_; t,r,,_ ,.I..i
wtten the sound levels exceed 90 dBA for ,tli _.lght h,._ttr 41,,y. When lJ,:r_,.mm.l
arc _'xpo_cd'to sound exceeding this lirnit, ieaslbl_' ;_,hr_,_,_atr,_t_,,n .t
engineering controls are utilized (refer t_: Secti,,n 1. !,uragral,h _.).
T t:sts are conducted to nla_.llt;t ',11 b_tr_,' t' it [ , t_.... _f 1,, ,_- . tl ,i_ ,. Y..C,:!._.
nu_:c, arca_ If such areas arediscovercd, suit.liAr r, btr:_t.- ._,.1/.,t
controls are applied. It may be possible to elirnin,_t,. ,,r reduce the intensity
,A the sound producing elements. If it is not possible to red_tc_, suund lc\.els
t_3 within ac, _'ptable limits, protective personnel cqqipment _b ;,r,.v4,1, d.
The combined effect of the sounds produced is the criteria consi(tt:rcd ill
eifecting control.
Protects_on to the adjacent cc, rnmunities fr,-,_, the c fi,.,:t a, r,t rocket
engine tc._t_,!; i_ provided through the phy3icc_l _-cpar._t ;.,_ ,:ff,,r,lt.d by tire
t,uff,.r :.. ,,_ . _tirth,.c prot_.cti_m _:, t.[J[(.ctt:d ijy bcilt._i_ltj,_t., 1,.:-! .... t .tt, i.
, ,_,,..= th ,._ t,h_: m_,t_-.t, roJogical ,:'t,21dlt'_,,_ will not fc,, :t: ,:: _:_,,..,!,: ,;,,_,l,_v
_,, __ .:. t_( t, :-k= w:thin a b_!_,ht', [.,.,._ti_,_.Ii .,rt.;,. .,t.,[,. .... ! .,. _,..._,(
i..'_ !. ..,il,,,'e..ll t-,.,i-li_lUllitie_ r, b_t[l:h." lr_3I_ orl,:.'_'r :-,t.,:.,' ..,,,i ,_: .,_
•,,_..:', _,-:-I,:,,z .,,," i._,,,h_,'Jed In '\pp_rtdts _ _ an,1 4.
fh, .,_t,,t_.c_t.L,c._l,d,_u :_' l,r',I.'ll,,_,t:(li _ .,,ulLt,X) I'*"<h_c_
, :,1, .,'.,. ,r t',',.c hydrogen inlpos_.,-., no h_zard I_., th_ t, nvirc,_,_t_.nt (._th,.r
,_! tt.:tt pr_,&:t,llt'lt_ Ot other goverlllllerltd! _g_.'rt( h's :_t M'II" d,, :_,,t _::'.;_,lv_
toxic materi,ds or d© not involve the use of toxic materials tr, _4ny ,,x-tent
tlmt w_il end,_nger the enviromnent.
II. c,
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e. Solid Waste
The nature of the terrain at tile MTF is such that the use of
sanitary landfill, presents no problem. The current rate of 4, 7S0 cubic
yards per year presents no immediate problem. At the current rate, or
at any foreseeablc rate in the future, lancl_ill can continue for many years
without an adverse effect on the environment.
Solid Wastes are collected by dempster-dumpster type containers
located throughout the installationin accordance with NFPA code no. 8ZA.
The containers are picked up periodically and transported to the sanitary
landfill where the contents are emptied into the landt_ill, l_ndfill opera-
tions are carried out in accordance with Department o£ the Army Technical
Manual 5-814-5, Sanitary FiLl, and ASCE Manual No. 39.
f. Pest Control
Pesticides now in wide use at the MTF arc water based. Several
years ago, itwas decided to go to the water base rather than thr petroleum
base as a precaution against mixing with liquid oxygen in the event of a spill.
The pesticide agents now in use are:
Material Use Application
Malathion Mos quitos U LV Mist
Prenlium Sand_lies 1/2 or/A
Gythion 95% Midges 2 -3/4 oz/min at
8 oz by _vt 1') mph
... , i¢ ,J- I lil,v, .... Mo_qult _,,-, O. 0;"-/7/acr_,
:: '_W,',{.:_(" _ancLflies
Mid_-cs
I_,_Moi, J F",, WablJ_, I,,.c_, ct_.. l{,._it!.,.::,.! ,.Iriul<._ion
l. 1% stray
,I ,<,,,_ it ]:od,J_t;, I.;,,it (), i_ttL,",',,
{ tiid,,,, {_L,:_,,,
..,I,' lal.l_lt,i_ 211'_'l, hlsizct.s aifectin_ turf _li,_t trc_at
l/,'-s//<<cr,
2, 4-D Weed ;IDl] lll'il_|'l ',_ll,_l l;l'l'iil
"t _ / _itl t.' 17ill_S illli
[ '_l l'dtitl,it, 2(). |'_, Gras_ -(lillHII it;ill ',potiroltt
Tr iil-inlint4 I [1/acr+:
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Mosquito control determinations are made by fully trahled
biologists ix coordination with USPH, EDA and GuLf States Council on
Fisheries, Wild Life and Mosquito Control. Chemical recommendations
are made following inspection of sites.
The use of paraquat requires low pressure equipment with a
long wand treating only on low wind days. Protective clothing, aspirators
and gloves are used. ALl personnel are monitored for cholinesterase levels
three to four times per year.
4. ADVERSE E_VIRONMENTATu EFFE6TS
The activities at the MT_- have negiligible adverse effect o_ the
envir onrnent
5. ALTERNATIVES TO THE INSTALLATION
The IV_TF institutions have been in existence _or _on,_ L_n_e, with
: negligible adverse impact to the environment. Continuance of the current
and proposed projects at MTF is essential to the NASA Space Prograrqs,
Since its capital investment is $3;50° 000,000 an expenditure of a greater
lmotmt would be required to duplicate these facilities elsewhere.
6. SHOKT-TERM USES VERSUS LONG-TERM ENHANCEMENT OF THE
ENVIRONMENT.
The _ontinuvd operation of thin in_tallation will gr¢,atly benefit the
r,_aadc,',ts of the town:; and con,tnutAtit-._ surrounOing the :,ire. 'I'hebu benefittq
_vJll 1,o re.llized in pronloting an economic stability An inc:ro;_se i_ zctivity
_* D,t.l_V ...._1t t,v,,t,,-_i-,ty toad to an xuc.re¢_-,t, m persomlt'l al,d therefore. ,n
.,., t', ._;_, ,,_ tl_o tn,_: h.._se. An economic upturn in this ;_rea will iLelp the:
m::ll I,,,.'¢_tv l;,_Y all: it" bonded ittdebte¢*,nesv, to the benefit ot loc._l citizens.
l'hc t'conoi_l.tc ellh,_ncclnent to this drea more than ¢olnpe, nsate_ for any
,uinuto _tirlotlnt o[ en_,ironrncntal degradation.
l',,,v ir,,,_l _;,:nt,:_l _[,flh<l nc i:l tit: ,it
l l, lrhl!.[ tnt constrticth,l, ot tilt. call_ll :syi_tt.inls it) t-;13rvc the 'rest
.: t'l .... ! t.tiltJi" Wd_-S lil_lth: o_ raiiffall data, ]lydroh.,gic data, ,llid |3oL-_JlJl.i.;
._olutioI_s for drainage and erosion control. Natural draiit;tl_,e _v<tt_preserved
,tad .;rtifici,il drc_inaFe wlts provided where necessary, heine. ,,ltutv, were
i'iilcd with :_,>i! tit<it was excavated frolll tie' __lllal tr, provhlc for l/r<,vity
,il',l}ltdgt' .lnd to t_llow for contr,ulled },t,litlJrl_ tllld,'r high wator C.e,ii,]itli)i/S.
II=8
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Low land areas were bac.'dilled to a level suitable for ponding under the
most severe rairffall conditions, w3.th slopes to allow for gravity drainage
into the canal system. All other areas were sloped for proper drainage
of facilities, as required. The grading plan provided for an excellent
drainage and erosion control system while providing a use for excess
excavated material.
Roads and grounds personnel maintain a continuing surveillance
of the effects of rainfall in the Fee Area. Specific performance is spelled
out in directives and. procedures to counteract soil erosion as a result of
run off. In extreme Lnstances of soil disturbances, soil cement stabiliza-
tion is applied to preserve the existing terrain.
The MTF has developed a landscaping plan which is designed
to accomplish these purposes:
(1) Orderly, comprehensive site development to provide
' screening, noise bufferin G, soil conservation, and aesthetic development
through the selective use of trees, shrubs, and grass.
(2) Enhancement of the existing forest-tundra cerram through
preservation of the flora and fauna compatible with the site functions
(3) Provision of an attractive setting for the enjoyment and
appreciation of site personnel and visitors to the area.
Proper consideration of the interreiations between the acsthetic
and utility aspects of the landscape design will produce the ultH_ate in what
_s attractive, and at the same time, advantageous from a utility and
a_,t_nLcnal_c_: ?_.r_pcctive. Thi_ balanced intermix betweel_ the aesthetic and
the .t!!itaria_ is being sought as long range landscaph_g pl _ns are progressivel_
implcm_'nt cd.
An extensive Land Management Plan was prepared by thc U.S.
?_rmy Enttino¢,r District, Mobile, Alabama, for MTF. This included
, _r i_,tl. _ tq,l,i,,H_o_,ta_y plans and rt,c,,mmcn¢lations for ct:on_mi¢: d_.v_lop.
,,t.1_l .,.H 4. _,'*,:..,l,tgt'nlt.i'tt Ot th_ rt:_tlrc,._ av,lilablc at MTF. Thes¢_ resources
,_-,, Jt_,h, ];,nd f,.restry products, wi]dlffe, recreation, _nd transportation.
Tl_e forestry resources ar<_ estimated at a current net vu]uc to
the (h_v_.rm_¢.nt of approximatel_ $75,000. The forestry l-dan provides for a
l_ro_ram of timber growing in the Fee Area which could be n,e.rch_ntab_e
by 1975. The:Forest Fire Council Control Plan prescribes controls for the
prcventmn, prompt suppression, and minimization of grass or forest fires
occurring on site.
= ........ II_9 ........
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Good outside working conditions, as well as recreation and
pleasant living and housing conditions, are valuable assets that are
adequately conserved by the Mosquito Control Plan. The program,
initiated in 1964, has produced gratifying results, not only on the site
proper, but in surrounding communities.
An abundance of wildlife within MTF contributes to the need for
the Wildlife Management Plan to conserve and assure propagation of the
numerous species of animal, fowl, and fish. This plan provides the guide-
lines, techniques, and practices to be followed in managing this resource
consistent with the NASA*assigned mission at this facility.
MTF is located within a very old and relatively untouched area,
rich in historical significance and abundant in unique and i_eresting folk*
lore. Its potential as a recreational resource ie almost unlimited. The
Recreation Plan outlines the orderly development and conservation of this
natural resource. Two areas have been developed within the immediate
vicinity as recommended in the Land Management Plan. The Galabank on
the Jordan River, recreational, and natural area sites of old Gainesville,
Mississippi, are now functional.
7. IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES
There are small commitments of environmental resources that are
considered irretrievable and/or irreversible. These consist of minor
amounts of natural gas, fuel oil, and electricity us£d to power various
systems throughout the site. However, the MTF has induced an accelerated
growth in the surrounding area. This growth has contributed to irreversible
commitmer_s, in such areas as land development, community locations and
road networks.
8. COORDmATION.W THLOCAl:STATE,ANDF DERALAGENCmS
A draft environmental statement for the MSFC was submitted to
NASA Headquarters February 1971. It, together with other drafts from
other NASA field installations was submitted to CEQ for comments, coordin-
_ted with other Federal Agencies, and called to the attention of state and
lc, cal agencies through notice in the Federal Register (Vol. 36, No. 53.
March 18. 1971) all procedures in accordance with NMI 8800.7B. A few
comments with regard to MTF Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) were
received from Environmental Protection Agency and they have bee_l responded
to in detail in the preparation of this final statement. Comments and responses
are attached in Appendix A.
_ I1-I_0
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APPEND_ A
COMMENTS AND RF_PONSF.S
TO
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT
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APPENDIX A
ENVIRONMENTAL PROT ECTION AGENC Y
Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
on the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama
In general the impact statement provided a broad overview of ongoing
and projected activities at Marshall Space Flight Center. However,
specific environmental factors were not addressed in adequate detail to
permit a thorough analysls. As a consequence, the following comments
should be considered in preparing the final impact statement, or in
developing future plans to e'nsure an optimum environmental posture.
The draft statement indicates that: '_MSFC operates an industrial
treatment plant which traps _11 noxious wastes for treatment before
discharge or evaporation;" "Standards of the FWOA are met by all effluents
which are checked regularly;" and "All restrictions placed by Federal,
State, and local agencies on discharge of wastes into the atmosphere or
into the waters of the area are being met. " However, these statements
in themselves do not ensure compliance with requisite Federal, State
and local standards. Adequate sampling and analysis is apparently not
being conducted to monitor the effluent to assure compliance with
Alabama '_ ater Quality Standards nor is there evidence that sufficient
data is being collected for development of performance specifications
required by Section 5(c) of Executive Order 11507 or of the permit
application required by the l_efuse Act (33 U.S.C. 407) and Executive
(9rder 11574. Although preliminary steps have been taken in formulating
p¢.rformance specifications for MSFC, effluent criteria apparently have
,_ot IJetn developed for MSFC or MTF.
Whi!c mo_t concentrated plating wastes are evaporated and the
rcsuliin_ ._|udge sto'_ed at MSFC, rinse waters from the plating operations
,_nd ,,thor wastes (including boiler waste water, demineralizer regeneration
sol_dions, laboratory drains, some cyanide wastes, some concentrated
w,_,.I,: plai.i._ _olutioas, etc. ) receive no treatment other than equalization
,_ , t,_,iding I,_')nr[ and dilution in the receiving stream. These deficiencies
,,v_ll I,,, alleviated, at least in part, by the proposed projects. As indicated,
:,,_mtaty wastes at MTF are presently treated in three single-cell s_,wage
lagoons. Routine monitoring should be provided to assure that wast_.s
rccclvv adequate treatment prior to discharge. It is to be noted that HI-JA
_s no longer approving single-cell sewage lagoons and consideration should
be given to the upgrading of these lagoons to multi-cell faciliti_:s.
The statement does not discuss the possibility that ruptures or leaks
t'ro_n plating tanks containing concentrated solutions would cause, pollutants
i
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to flow to floor sumps and eventually drain untreated into Indian Creek.
Further, there is no discussion of the possibility of accidental tank
discharges overloading the treatment facilities. Although present or
proposed projects may provide for these possibilities, they should be
discussed in the impact statement.
The statement should also address the consequences of any oils,
greases, hydraulic oils, solvents and coolants escaping to the Redstone
Arsenal sanitary and storm sewers. In addition, the effects of thermal
discharges from once=through cooling systems should be discussed°
AIR QUALITY
In order to assess the air pollution impact of the boilers operating
in building 4760 additional information should be provided to include:
quantity of fuel consumed, quality of fuel (sulfur and heat content) and
the type of boiler in use. Additional information should also be
provided on nitrogen tetroxide emissions at building 4623.
PESTICIDES
If pesticides are being used at MSFC or MTF the statement should
describe insect and pest control procedures in sufficient detail to permit
an environmental impact assessment.
R A DIAT ION
No ,,ctivitles revolving the use of any radioactive nlat,_ri_l, ,, or __n_,
.... .,t_,.L,_ , , b-mizing radiation are mentioned in the drafl statetnent,
_,t, r,_iv_-' _ ie,:i., ..,m, research work is carried out at tho L_cititv', _,_t
p,_t_,_tL,tl _:,,ut t'e.s oI non-ionizing radiation do not appear to exist thdt
will prest'nt any oil-site problems. Operations at the Marshall Space
1;light Confer need not, in our judgment, be restricted hy environmental
t.ij,, t::_ f,'om radiation,
l"h,: at,,tenwl_.t ,-annot be properly evaluated until current or proposed
c.l_.monts of solid waste management are described both quantitativ,-ly and
qu._lit,_tiw, l¢. This description should include an operationa] analysis of
systems and methods pertaining to {where pertinent): gen,.ration, storage,
t',t}l,'(th,tl, transport, processing, separation, recovory, recycling and
disposal.
" 0(J(J(J(J0O2-TSCo7.....
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In addition, the on-eite lantffItIsite for disposal of demolition type
waste and the landfill_,tMTF should be described in greater detail.
More infornlation is atso needed on the regional council of governments
(TARCOG) plan for solid waste management which may provide an
acceptable solution to existing practices.
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APPENDIX A
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
COMMENTS ON DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATtM ENTS
,i J
1. COMMENT
• The draft statement indicate8 that: "MSFC operates aN industrial
treatment plant which traps all noxious wastes for treatment before
discharge or evaporation; Standards of the FWQA are met bv al}.
effluents which are checked regularly; and All restrictions placed by
Federal, State, and local agencies on discharge of wastes into the
atmosphere or into the waters of the area are being met. " However,
these statements in themselves do not ensure compliance with requisite
Federal, State and local standards. Adequate sampling and analysis
is apparently not being co-.,ductedto monitor the effluent to assure
compliance with Alabama Water Quality Standards nor is thcr_ evidence
that sufficient data is being collected for development of perform;Jnce
specifications required by Section 5(c) of Executive Order 11507 or of
i the permit al,.)licationrequired by the Refuse Act '33 U.S.C. 407) and
_i Executive Order 11574. Although preliminary steps have been taken in
formtuatxng performance specifications for MSFC, effluent criteriaapparently have not been developed for MSFC or MTF.
Response: Paragraphs 3d(2) of Section I and _f_2) of Section E have
been revised to respond to this comment.
........ J, --_ t. _ ..... - . -:_ ._
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i 2. COMMENT| i
=I While most concentrated plating wastes are evapor,Lted and ti_,
1 resulting sludge stored at MSFC, rinse waters from the plating _pera°
l tions and other wastes (including boiler waste water, demineraI_;,._,r
regeneration solutions, laboratory drains, some cyardde wastes, some
1 concentrated waste plating solutions, etc. ) receive no treatment other
i than equalization in a holding pond and dilution in the receiving stream.
These deficiencies will be alleviated, at least in part, by the proposed
prrjects. As indicated, sanitary wastes at MTF are presently treated
in three single-cell sewage lagoons. Routine mop, Luring _hould be
provided to assure that wastes receive adequate tre3tment prior to
discharge, It is to be noted that EPA is no lon_er approving single-
cell sewage lagoons and consideration should be given to the upgrading
of these lagoons to multi*cell facilities.
Response: Paragraph 3d(5) of Section I has been revised to indicate
the monitoring program. As mentioned in paragraph 3f{ 1) of Section
II, the waste stabilization ponds are currently oversized. The effluent
from these ponds is monitored and the treatment _ystem will be upgraded
if the quality of the effluent deteriorates.
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3. COMMENT
lu i
The statemen _s not discuss the possibility that rupture_ ,_r
leaks from platin_ tanks containing concentrated solutions would c_._use
pollutants to flow to floor sumps and eventually drain untreated into
Indian Creek. Further, there is no discussion of the possibility of
accidental tank discharges overloading the treatment facilities.
Although present or proposed projects may provide for these possibi|ities,
they should be discussed in the impact statement.
Response: Paragraph 3d(4) of Section I addresses the precaution_
against epillages and overflows. Equipment is inspected regularly and
carefully. The probability of tanks rupturing with complete toss of
liquid is very small. The plumbing has been arranged so tha_ the sump.-
drain into the concentrate lagoon. An additional ultimate storage t_goon
has been added. Also, the Hydrostatic Dump lagoon (which is no longer
required for that purpose) will be used as reserve storage for either
concentrated spills or industrial waste.
- ,,., m ......... _ ..... n "'_ *1 Ir " 7_ m_r _'_-_ " _i / '
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4. COMMENT
The _tatement should also address the consequex_ce:_ o_ _ny o11_, gre;_._,..,_,
hydraulic oils, _olvents and coolants escaping to the Red_iono Ar_,l:ll s,_ni.
tary and storm sewers. In addition, the effects of thermal discharR,:s from
once-through cooling systems should be discussed.
Response: Hydraulic oils, solvents, coolant_, and greases in small .,mount':;
• have occassionally been accidentally introduced into the sanitary sewers.
The source of entry is manmade and controllable, Dircctive_ have been issued
describing acceptable disposal methods with specific instructions n-t to ,_s_
the sanitary sewers and storm drainage system for disposal o_ oils and gre_,ses
Paragraph 3d(3) of Section I addresses thermal discharges to Indian Creek.
1
t
I
4'
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5. COMMENT
In order to asaess the air pollution impact of tile Loderu _qJ,:ratinv, ;n
building 4760, additional intormatinn should be pr,)vid,.d t,, i,1,.1,_,1,.: ,t,' ,,_! ,_y
of fuel consumed, quality of fuel (sulfur and heat content) and the ty_,,. ,..,f
boih_.r in use. Additional infoemation should also b,: provided em TJitrr,_..,,
'_ tetroxide emissions at building 4623.
Re_pon,_e' No b.ilers _re located in butldh'ig 4760. gm:_ll },oilors :,re
located in the tc, st ¢irea at the southern extremity of MSFC. 'l'ht:s¢ eleven
boilers have n combined capacity of 63,000 pt.,tmds [_er b,.ir ,,n,] ,,re :ir-,]
by No. 2 fuel oil. The proposed use of NzO 4 at building 4¢,,.'3 '.,.'as ut:v(-:r
reahzed :,nd lhert: are no plans to use N204 at this facility in the fllt_ et:.
Paragraph _c(4) of Section I addre6ses the air monitoring program at M,%FC.
O0000002-TSC13
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7. COMMENT
The statement cannot be properly evaluated until current or proposed
elements of solid waste management are described both quantitatively and
qualitatively. This description should include an operational analysis of
systems and methods pertaining to (where pertinent}: generation, storage,
collection, transport, processing, separation, recovery, recycling and
disposal.
• In additio,, the on-site landfill site £or disposal of demolition-type waste
and the landfillat MTF should be described in greater detail. More informa-
tibn is also needed on the regional council of governments (TARCOG) plan for
solid waste management which may provide an acceptable solution to existing
practices.
Response: Paragraphs 5f of Section ! and 3g of Section 11 addresses
solid waste disposal. These paragraphs have been revised to respond to
this comment. No demolition type wastes are anticipated at MTF. Rubbish
and trash generated during routine maintenance is carried to the landfill
for disposal. Paragraph 6, Section I addresses the coordination with
TARCOG.
00000002-TSD01
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APPENDIX B
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER VICINITY MAP
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER LAND USE MAP
MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY VICINITY MAP
MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY SITE MAP
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APPENDIX C
ACOUSTIC REPORTS
C - I ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENTS FROM TESTS AT
,. THE ACOUSTIC MODEL TEST FACILITY
(AMTF, MSFC)
" C - Z ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENTS FOR J-Z ENGINE
TESTING AT MSFC
C - 3 ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENTS AT MISSISSIPPI
TEST FACILITY FROM ORBITER SINGLE
ENGINE STATIC TESTS
C - 4 ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENTS AT MISSISSIPPI
TEST FACILITY FROM SPACE SHUTTLE
ORBITER STATIC TESTS
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A PPENDIX C- 1
ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENTS FROM TESTS AT THE
ACOUSTIC MODEL TEST FACILITY (AMTF, MS, C)
, i
Model tests are planned to provide acoustic environmental definition for
the Shuttle and ittsimpact on surrounding areas. A scale model of appro-
ximately 50,000 # thrust is to be used for the experimental ztudies (full
scale engine thrust is 375,000#). The acoustic environments generated
by model tests at AMTF, the environmental estimnatcs anctthe persomml
exposure criteria or limitations are provided herein.
m
Acoustic Env_ronrnents
The acoustic spectra provided in Figure I represents the rnaxirnurn octave
band sound pressure levels at the distances specified from Z0 to 1280 meters,
for tests envisioned for support of the Shuttle program. The overall or
composite levels are plotted versus distance in Figure Z. The maximum
levels specified herein are not induced in a11 directions for a single fixed
model position; however, the model may be oriented in several directional
positions thereby possibly inducing the indicated levels to a great portion
of all four quadrants. The source is _erefore considered omnidirectional
for planning purposes in regard to noise exposure. Figure 3 indicates
the maximum overall sound pressure level contours anticiFated for
currently planned tests for Shuttle application.
Test Our._tions and Frequency
:',,st ,-h_ratlo_J_ a:re normally less than 1 minute; a typical time is _0 seconds.
cJ,';tr_'_or_._.thDf_three tests per day are anticipated. Most tests _,ce conducted
,, late aft_'ru_on, i e., 4 to 6 p. m., necessarily because o£ wind constraints
in acquiring acoustic field data. Tests would generally be conducted on no
r_ore than thr,_.eday_ per week. A maximum total weekly firing duration
...oui, thrift.tore be _.) _ninutes. m_rc typically not more than 3 minutes arid
. .n_cr,-I aho__.i the 4 to 6 period when winds are generally low.
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Suggested Personnel Exposure Criteria for AMTF Shuttle Progra m
OA SPL's above 125 dB AS {127 dB)_:c_:c - Ear protection mandatory for all
exposed test personnel.
OA SPL's above 115 dB A (118.5 dB)':::" - No outside persormel exposed.
(Access limited to approximately 400 m. ) Suggested protection for test
personnel with single daily exposure not to exceed I5 minutes,
OA SPL's less than 115 dB A (118.5 dB) _;_* - No protectiou required.
At AMTF the access limits reportedly will be exZended to approximately
400 m for more stringent control with the high Pc enghle Shuttle program,
No environmental problems are foreseen for the areas beyond the controlled
access regions.
* dB A denotes "A" scale weighting.
'_$ These dB values are applicable only to the Shuttle model tests a_ AMTF
as stated herein.
All dB Re: g x I0-5 N/m 2
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A PPENDIX G. Z
ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENTS FOR J-2 ENG[I_E rESTING
AT IVL5F _,
The J-2 engine test program is conducted to investigate special problems
associated with flight performance. This is a limited follow-on effort to
the major R&D and flight qualification programs of the 1960's. The J-Z
engine uses liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen as propellants, No a_r or
water pollutants are generated as a result of this testing.
Acoustic Environmer_
The ovevM1 sound pressure levels (OA SPL) for the ZOO, 000 lbs. thrust
J-Z is sl_own in Figure 1, as fired from Stand 4514, just south of the S-IB
static test stand (5-457Z}. The exhaust flow i_ directed at approximately
: 190 ° (r¢::nerth) and the maximum radiation lobes are approximately 48 °
from the flow center line. Since stand 4514 is located near the MSFC
boundary, _he enviror, ments imposed on the adjacent Redstone Arsenal
(RSA) p: operty are on the order of 1Z0 dB (re: ?.xl0 -5 N/m2). However,
this par L of the Arsenal is used as a test activity by the 3-2 engine testing.
The l I 0 dB contour is still within the RSA boundary and no community
environmental criteria are violated.
res_ Dur,,tlons and Frequency
['_l_._ne t_-,_*_, .:_re conducted at an average of two per month ,.v_th a m_'_irnum
._ l_,ree p_.._ ,,._,;L '1?he duralion of _ach test _s approx]n_dely Z0 seconds.
, ,|m ,
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APPENDIX C-3
ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENTS AT MISSISSIPPI TESI FACTLITY
FROM
ORBITER SINGLE ENGINE STATIC TESTS
i
Acoustic environmental impact on the surrounding commut_[ty area at MTF
for the static firin B of a single high Pc engine (ocbiter engine) are
as follows:
Single Engine of Orbiter:
Thrust = 375, 000 lb.
Vexit = 11,680 it/set
Diaexit = 90.7 inches
t_ total = 1029.5 lb/sec
Bucket deflector
Sound Pressure Level Cont,_urs
The overall sound pressure level contours (Fig. i) for th_ r_i_i,:_ng,lne
static tests at _ indicate that the maximum OA SPL outside the buffer
zone is approximately 98 dB (Re: 2 x 10-5 N/m2) occurring in th_ maximum
radiation lobe ate_a 42°, referenced to the exhaust flow centerline. The
environment is predicted for standard atmospheric conditions with _o
refractive focusing. Tests are to be conducted when atmospheric condi-
tions are such that no problems from focusing are expected in community
dEeas .
/,c'uu_ti:En, .ic_nmental Damage Claims
l'l_:a,ou.:tlcderangeclaim hlstt,ry, fron_tests of S-I| aud _ [C at.ages
at blTF, ittdicatethat the emtit'onments produced by the single }lighPc
engine static test should produce less than one complaint ur claim for
every 10,000 dwellings exposed to the highest level outside the buffer
zone (98 dB). For more remote areas 70,000 to 80,000 feet where levels
.._re dimiv, lsh_.d, less than one co,i|)laint per I00,000 dwellings exposed
w,,_Idh,:probable.
'the_toi_..impact in the area where Fed_,ralHighway lO crosses th,_ MTF
butter _une, about 3 miles SSE of the test area is considered here
briefly. The maximum OA SPL is _ 90 dB during tests. At approximately
zt|mph the internal car enviromnent (with windows closed) is approxi-
mat_,ly 90 dB (tests conducted by AERO Lab, MSFC). The internal car
envlrormlcnt for higher vehicle speed is of course greater than 90 dB
a_,lthe rocket uolse is masked somewhat more. Even though the internal
car noise energy spectra Is not exactly the same.as the rocket noise
et;vlronment both peak below 30 Hz; thus the internal car environme.t
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at averavv drtvt_,g speeds i_ more Lhan w,.JH I:,0 ;'_:1 I, if.,*t_,.,l I,,," I!,,.
exC_.rnaJ J-t_iC|tOErlOJ_Re_nviconll_flZ.w,tEh r,q.p_-_.dJl,|[t_.lr_fi,.ll.'li,f_l
SeminarZ
J[ L{_;;t':; :_re ¢2orbhgct_d und_,r I_av,31-ablc , ,_tLml_,'ti,Ii_.¢it _ _,al,i;l ,, _,:. l,,,. _,,, ,,. i,j_ ,
the commu.ity _,.acElon ahou/d b(_. f_-,J.Jm,tl. E_-,=, ,'it LI." hi. t i,v_,t Z,., r:i
nr=ciclpat_,d uut,_ide the huffel: m,=,e t:l_,.,'lai_,_,,, ,,.,rlq....._,t-i'.tt* l.h=all,l
be l,nss than ont-, in ten thousand dw_|_ilng_ expt.,t_t_d. FOF _educed OA SPL'_
at groater distances from the tt_t site the claim r_tu it; ]l_ewise
reduced.
Fur car passage if*rough the Federal ||ii%hwav lU .i,:;,,.,IL|tc [,I||L'iZ*.ii*'
the roekel- noise levels as ,'ompared t,, t l;,:tnt,.r,..,l,,,t ,_,,i;, :_ ,,_
meilt arc q 'Jr_hiLit/_d fit) prol_Itl|i |¢,t _l,.tfhh_l i,l_,h_,;i. ,,b, _ ._ ,:lilg'; .. .itli,lt_.
_iyns posat.bJy with ]J.gh(:s may Oe _,_:;/d* ,._,d a'; . *_,t_a,.., ,.)1 ;_l,,r( tiL_:
,]rivet_ [n the buffer zone of Ehe test and I'LSUJLli)/¢ ),_.'ISevhVl,-'_-,_l,l.
Any "s_ar_le" effect may be minimized in this manntr.
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APPENDIX C 4
ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENTS AT MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY
FROM SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER STATIC TESTS
Acoustic environmental impact on the surrounding community area at
MTF for the Space Shuttle Orbiter static firing, and comments from
related MTP test history are as follows:
The SSME cluster consists of: 3 High P enginesc
Thrust = 375,000 Ibs (each)
=: Ve_lt = 11,680 it/second
Dtaex_ t = 90.7 inches (each)
= 1029.5 lb/sec (each)
with S-IC bucket deflector
Comp.arison of power Spectra
The SSME cluster's acoustic power spectrum is compared with that of
the S-IC booster in figure I. The overall power spectrum, being re-
pres_ntative of the acoustic power available at the source, indicates
that the energy below 10 Hz for the SSME cluster is_10 d8 less than
that for the S-IC; likewise for the farfield levels in that frequency
band. It may be noted that the band from 5 Hz to 30 Hs is primarily
the source of structural damage related claims and complaints. The
energy from 50 Hz to I00 Hz for the two ere comparable; the energy
for the SSME cluster exceeds that for the S-Ic by_ 5 dB for _re-
quencies above 100 Hz. However, this latter range is not greatly
sfgnifican, since higher frequencies do not contribute as much to
structural damage and are more readily absorbed in propagation to
farfteld community areas.
Sound Pressure Level Contours
The overall sound pressure level contours (figure 2) predicted for
the SSME cluster indicates that the maximum OA SPL out_ide the buffer
O0000002-TSE02
2zone is approximately 104 dB (Re: 2 x 10 -5 N/m 2, used as standard
reference herein) occurring in the maximum radiation lobe at_420
rather than at 49 • from the exhaust flow centerline as was obse_led
from S-IC data. This environment is for standard atmospheric con-
ditions, i.e., no focal conditions.
From blTF history with S-IC testing, it is known that the atmospheric
conditions can distort the OA SPL contours both favorably and unfavor-
ably; returning rays can increase the sound pressure levels and con-
sequently the land area with given OA SPL contour lines increase.
From S-IC data the exposed area changed by a factor of_10 in the
range of 90 to 100 dB and by as much as a factor of-_-_5 from leo to
105 dB due to atmospheric variation. If the area within an OA SPL
contour llne is increased by a given factor then the probablility of
complaints end claims in that area, in general, increase by a like
factor, and conversely for decreased levels and areas.
Acoustic Environmental Damage claims
The data curve of Damage Claims for Households Exposed to Various
OA SPL's, figure 3, was obtained from S-IC tests at MTF and is felt
P_ generally applicable and conservative for the situation with the SS}_
cluster tests, considering the proper acoustic energy levels for thebands responsible for structural damage. From the S-IC data it is
observed that for OA SPL's of 100 to 105 dB, approximately one house-
_old in 10,000 would be expected to claim damage from the acoustic
environment. For the Orbiter Test the lower frequency energy bands
(5 to 20 Hz) relative to the higher frequency energy bands (above 50
Hz) are several decibels lower than that observed from S-IC spectrum.
Therefore the structural household type damage claims induced by the
same OA SPL should be lower for the $Sb_ than for the S-IC tests and
should conservatively approach only two to three claims per 100,000
households if tests are conducted with no focal conditions. For test
on days with returnink rays, claims can increase drastically (i.e.,
from approximately 0 to 50 as observed from S-IC test history). The
community response potential for the SSME cluster should compare favor-
ably with that of the S-II tests at tifF which induced only seven total
claims (80 dB to 105 dB - none paid) over the test period of almost
five years.
The noise impact in the area of Federal Interstate Highway 10, bi-
secttn_ the southern half of the HTF buffer zone. is considered here
briefly. The ma_,imum OA SPL for the highway should be at approximately
three miles SSE of the test area. The OA SPL st that point is 98 dB
(octave band peak in the 32 Hz band). From tests conducted at MSFC
on cars made by three large automotive manufacturers, approximately
98 d80A SPL is observed in a family-type car with closed windows at
approximately 30 mph or with windows open at about 20 mph, a_though
the energy spectra are not the same. With windcwn clo_ed at 50 mph
O0000002-TSE03
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the OA SPL is I04 dB; at 70 mph, 105.5 dB. Considering the standard-
ized frequency weighting A scale network, intended (tho,_gh somewhat
lacking) to resemble the human's auditory perception function, the
dB (A) level at three miles SSE of the stand (maximum level on the
highway) is estimated ate93 dg (A). The dB (A) passenger levels in a
car with open_r_ndows would be estimated at a similar level at Just
over lO0 mph (*). With windows closed the passenger level is only
74 dB (A) at 60 mph, and only reaches 80 dB (A) at 90 mph (*extrapolated
from data up to 80 mph). Wich car wlndc_s closed and w£th the car
subjected to rocket engine induced environments the acoustic trans-
mission loss (due to the car's structure) and noise reduction (internal
absorption, etc.), for a particular car might then be important. This
is true especially concerning the dB (A) scale, since the transmission
loss (TL) and noise reduction (I_) is negligible for the lower fre-
quencies, i. e., below_50 Hz. The TL and I_R are more significant for
higher frequencies, i.e., above 500 Hz. These values are not readily
available at present, but they are known to differ drastically with
car types, age, make, condition, etc.; thus the minumum 1_ and TL
should possibly be assumed for conservatism, i.e., convertibles have
little or no transmission loss at these £requencies.
|i _ummary
If tests are conducted under favorable atmospheric conductions (no
focusing conditions) the comunity environmental reaction should be
minimal. The test program's oommnity impact should be similar to
that observed from the S°II test program, i.e., less than two claims
per year with no paid claims or apparent organized community actions.
Meteorological control should be emphasized.
Also, it could be summarized that on Federal Interstate Highway 1-
even though a car's internal OA SPL may be more than produced by the
Orbiter tests, the energy spectrum is different for the tw_
sources; i.e., energy spectra for tire/road noise plus ca_ engine
n_ise plus aerodynamic noise and buffeting, is not always greate_ than
each energy hand of the rocket engine noise spectra. The rocket engine
noise thus could be differentiated from the normal car noise because
of the spectral differences and could be mistaken as an "abnoru, al car
tloise," having the consequence of possibly producing the _ddttional
startle effect _s '_ar trouble" noise. It cannot be stated that this
environmental problem goes without concern even though it is o,_e of
low energy content since startle effects are subjective and are diffi-
cyst to evaluate on a quantative scale. Warning signs possibly with
O0000002-TSE04
4lights may be considered as a means to alert drivers to the addition
noise during tests, especially if new federal criteria or guidelines,
presently being prepared, show need for such concern.
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APPENDIX D
i
WATER MONITORING PROGRAM
TABLE I - REPRESENTATIVE D_CHARGE STREAM
PARAMETERS
TABLE Z - PRESENT WATER STANDARDS COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS
TABLE 3 - WATER MONITORING AND EQUIPMENT
REQUIREMENTS
TABLE 4 - SCHEMATIC FLOW DIAGRAM OF SUGGESTED
INDUSTRIAL WATER WASTE DISCHARGE AND
STORM DRAINAGE MONITORING SYSTEMS
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Table 2. PresentWater StandardsCompliance Requirements
_For Stream081 a)
Maximum j Maximum
Pollutant or Parameter Abbreviation Monthlyb |nstantaneoushi
Average I Concentratior_! L , m
: Ammonia NH 3 7.5 30
i Arsenic As 0.25 1
Barium B= 5 20
Cadmium Cd 0.05 0.2
Chlorides CI 2,500 ] 0, 000
Chromium (total) Cr 0.25 1
Copper Cu 0. I 0.4
Cyanide (Total?) CN 0.125 0.5
FIuorldes F 7.5 30
Gold Au 0.25 1
Iron Fe 1.5 6
Lead Po 0.25 1
Manganese Mn 5 20
Mercury Hg 0.0025 0.08
Nickel Ni 0.75 3
SiIver Ag 0.05 0.2
Zinc Zn 0.1 0.4
Total Solids TS 2,500 10,000
pH (in std. units) -- 6.0-8.5 6.0-8.5
, J i m
(Q) Or Stream002 during occasionswhen Industrial Sewer Lagoonmay be out of service.
(b) MilJigmms 9er liter (rag/I) or parts per million (ppm, weight basis).
NAsA_MSF
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TABLE 3. WATEH MONITORING AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTSi_OLDOtP FRAME
DISCHARGE
001 °°_(G) l
Monitorin_ .L_u,rom_ntR I Equipm@ nt l_quirem_ntF$(8) ,oniior,n_ ncquirem£_nts i Equipmon, Requiromen[s'8' I __
PHASE I OF
1) 24_hr daily composites 1- Proportional Flow 1) 24-hr daily composites l- Proportional Flow
Composite Sampler Composite Sampler
2) Daily, manual rseordings of: 2) Daily, manual reeordings of=
a) Instantaneous temperaturc Equipment is on hand a) Instantaneous temperature Equipment la on hand
b) InstantaneoUs flow rate " (?) b) Instantaneous flow rate "
o) Instantaneous pH(l) " e) Instantaneous pH(1) "
3) Immedia_ analysis of each 3) Immediate analysis of_ch
daffy composite for: daily composite for only the
erltio.al, most toxic pollutants,
e.g.g
a) Total chromium Equipment is on hand a) Total chromium Equipment ts on hand
b) Total cyanide " b) Total cyanide ,,
and possibly others plus
o) Temperature " c) Temperature -
d) pH(I) " d) pH(I) "
e) ]_c(_,4) ,, e)Ec(_,4) ,,
f) o_ (s'4) " 0 oaP(s'4) ,,
g) Total dissolved solids (4) ,, g) Total dissolved solids (4) ,,
4) Allofthe EPA-required Equipment is on hand 4) Analy_.a of each _ Equipment is on hand
analyses of each _ composite in order to
composite of the daily relate with the oorrespc_iing
composites analyses of _ach
eompmtte of 0O_ ..
PHA_ IIC
1) Automatic ¢oatinuoas I) Automatic eonti,,ous
recordings of" recordings oft
a) EC (2) 1- Dissolved Solids Monitor a) EC (2) 1- Dissolved Solids Monitor
b) ORP [3)'-" 1- ORP Monitor b) ORP (3) 1- ORP Monitor
o) pH(1) I- pH Monitor e) pll (1) I- pH Monitor
d) Stream temperature 1- Temperature Rseo_ler d) Stream temperature 1- Temperature Recorder
e) Flow rate 1- Recording Flowmeter e) Flow rate I- Recording Flowmetcr
PHASE Ill ,
No additional monttorhq_ I) Automatic continuous
requirementsforeseen recordings oh
at present, a) '[oral chromium
b) Total cyanide I- Continuous Colorl-
metric Analyzer
c) Other selected toxic
components
Footnotes.
(i) pH = measure of hydrogen-ion concentration (4) To provide background required for interpretation
of data obtained during later continuous monitoring
(2) EC = Electrical conductivity of these parameters.
(3) ORP = Oxidation-reduction potential
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:ARGE STREAM ('/)
...... -,oo/,- ........................Monitoring Requiremonts Equipment ltcquirr, ments (8) Equipment Ftequlrements
I OF PROGRAM
1) 24-hr daily eompo,'_lt,_s t- Proportional Flow l) 24-hr daily composite l- Proporlional Flow
Composite Sampler Composite Sampler
2) Daily, manual recordings of: 2) Daily° manual recordlng_ of t
a) lnntanianeoun temperature Equipment is on hand a) Ineiantafleoun temperature, Equipme,t 1_ on hand
b) Instantaneous flow rate " { 7) b) ln._tantaneoua flow rate " (?}
c) Instantaneous pH (1) " e) lrmtantaneous pH(1) "
d) Instantaneous air temperature
e) 24-hr record of rainfa[l_from "
MSFC Weather Station {5)
3) Immediate analysis _f eae...hh 3) Immediate arml_csls of each
daily composite for: daily composite for:
n) Total chromium Equ_ument iv on hand a) Temperature Equipment Is on hand
b) Total cyanide " 13)pH(I) "
e) Temperature " e) EC(e'4) "
d) pH(1) " d) OeP (3'4) "
e) EC (2'4) " e) Tatal dissolved solids (4) "
f) ORp (3'4) " f) Oil and grease (?)
g) Total dissolved solids *'
h) Oil and grease (?)
OF PROGRAM
1) Automatic continuous I) AutomaUe eonttnuotm
recordings of: recordings of:
a) Stream temperature 1- Temperature Recorder a) Stream temperature _- Temperature Recorder
b) Flow rate 1- Recording Flowmeter b) Flow rate 1- Recording Flowmeter
e) EC(2) I- Dissolved Solids Monitor e) EC(2) I- Dissolved Solids Mealier
d) ORP (3) I- ORP Monitor d) OEP(3) I- ORP Monitor
e) pH(1) 1- pH Monitor e) pit(1) 1- pH Monitor
OF PROGRAM
No additional monitoring No additional monitoring
requirements foreseen requirements foreseen
at present, at present.
(5) To determine depcratenee of flow rates of streams 003 and 004 (7) As designated in Corps of Engineers permit applications.
ulmn rainfall. (_) Purchane primarily sensors whenever possible; try touse
(6) See Schematic Flow Diagram for other recommended monitoring arid adapt imstrumentation already on hand (e.g.. in
locations antl parameters, btOrnge) such as recorders wherever possilde.
FOLDOIIT FRAM_
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4707 I CHAROES
.... [ t?)
I 4 8 7 6' 5
) (O.IMGD)
INDUSTRIAl._mnR LA_N
i
iL!Ii o
,I0 9
I (0.4Moo) (o.e roD)
!
NA (I.3 itleoJ
r_C _/Ie (a) RJnsingscontair_ngcyanides,if any.(b) Rinsingscontainingchromium.
K 111.9MeD) (el MGO=millon gallons perclay.
FIGUREI; SchematicFlow Diagramof SuggestedIndustrialWater Waste
Discharge and StormDrainageMonitoring Systems
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NOTES TO FIGURE1 ").
Instrumentation
Proposed Pr_osed Monitoring Stations
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
EC-R&A X X X t ? X X X X X X X
F-R ? X ? ?
ORP-R&A X X X ? ? ?
pH-R&A X X X X ? ? ?
T-R&A X ? ?
EC-R&A = Electrical Conductivity Recorder (with limit alarm)
F-R = Flowrate Recorder
ORP-R&A = Oxldatlon-Radlation Potential Recorder (with limit alarm)
pH-R&A = pH Recorder (with limit alarm)
T-R&A = Temperature Recorder (with limit alarm)
t •
The EC-R&A's at Statiom 1, 2, 3, and 4 can probably be combined into
a single multlpolnt potentlometrlc strip chart recorder.
The ORP-R&A_sat Stations 2 and 3 can probably be combined into a
second recorder as above.
The pH-R&A's at Stations 2e 3, and4 can probably be combined into
a thir_ recorder as above.
1he EC-R&A's, the ORP-R&A's, and the pH-R&A's at Stations 9 and 10
can probably b_ handled by Justthree additional two-channel recorders.
The EC-R&A's at Stations 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, and 12 will probably have to
be handled by separate recorders.
All alarm systemsare to be transmittedto a single location (Building 4200).
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